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This story is about  a centaur who lives in the 

forests of Himalayan mountains as the title  

suggests. This centaurs life revolves around 

Lassie  an Indian beverage made of  buttermilk 

and yoghurt . Lassie  is very popular beverage 

all over the Indian sub continent.

Uptill now you have  read  stories  about   

centaurs who live in   Greece in  four books. 

LASSIE. AND. CENTAUR 2006. YEARBOOK

A GIRL CALLED. LASSIE

LASSIE AND. CENTAUR. REUNION

LASSIE PART 2. PRINCESS CYNSICA
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Rati and Chetak  were inseparable

Before. I recount  Chetak's funny. 

adventures

Let me tell you how  the four came together.



Chetak was crazy  about 

Lassie ,he could drink  

gallons of  Lassie, 

sometimes  he went on 

a stealing spree in 

neighboring hamlets
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Rati as baby was abandoned in the forest

by her parents  who. wanted  a son.

They had a  pet dog  Kukur  who  had 

followed the couple in forest.  Kukur the 

loyal  bitch stayed beside the  tiny helpless 

baby , guarding and. suckling her.

The  baby  girl  grew up  ,  healthy and 

strong but  unable to speak  like a  human
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One  night  Cobra  a black  snake  attacked   
the sleeping  girl ,the dog Kukur  died 
defending  the  little  girl  

Rati. was. heartbroken  ,she always thought 
that.  Kukur was her mother

Now She was alone  with Chetak  the Horse. 
who was like a brother, 

Poor Rati. never knew that  she was   
actually the mistress of the dog and horse
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Rati  spent  her days roaming in the  forest 

One. day  she met an  elephantaur

A man with an  elephant head  who was  

picking apples  from  an apple  tree  near  a 

lake Rati was. frightened,  she  had. seen 

many  humans who  came  with. spears , 

bows and  arrows  to hunt   In the forest 

In her. fright. Rati  fell  of horse's  back. The 

Girl  was more frightened when the.  

Elephantaur called out in a human voice.
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The  elephantaur’s  picked  the frightened girl  in 

his arms and carried  her to  his mother and 

whistling  to the runaway stallion who followed  

them to his  hut  hidden inside a bunyan tree.

Elephantaur a three eyed woman who hugged 

the girl. The motherless  child  and her horse 

began to live  with them 

Three eyed woman’s name was Paro while 

Elephantaur was Gani

Dumb girl was given a name Rati and the horse 

Chetak 

Paro commanded  Dumb girl to look  into her 

third eye , soon  Rati began to understand human 

tongue.



Elephantaur. is.  a man  with  the head   of. an. elephant. 
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